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COMMODORE'S COLUMN

FOLSOM LAKE Reopens - HOO YAH!
California State Parks has reopened Folsom Lake to boaters and the marina is again
open to slip renters. HOO YAH!
Better yet, the lake is full of water. As of deadline, the lake level is at 444’.
However, park officials expect it to begin receding in the next week or two, and the
marina estimates that boats will need to begin being pulled slips by August. So, let’s
get out there and enjoy it while we can.
That being said, I encourage everyone to continue to follow safe practices. The last
thing we need is to let this virus come back in numbers that would cause the
lockdown to be reinstated. So please, maintain social distance and wear a mask when
sailing with others who do not live with you. As long as we follow recommended
guidelines, I see no reason to further delay resuming most of our planned events,
with a few exceptions noted below. The board is still developing policies but at a
minimum we will require social distancing at the clubhouse and crewed boats will
need to wear masks and sign a waiver unless everyone onboard is from the same
household.
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Wednesday Night Beer Can Races - These are not formal nor sanctioned races: They
have No skipper's meeting, No Race Committee and No Post-race Dock Party. Just go
out, social distance and have fun racing with rabbit starts (see FLYC.org for a
graphic depicting how rabbit starts work).
Summer Series - No skippers meeting, no dock party: #2 – June 12, 6 p.m., first shape;
#3 – July 17, 6 p.m., first shape; #4 – July 31, 6 p.m. first shape
Katherine Eavenson Memorial Regatta – June 13 (Pending interest)

Big Brothers/Big Sisters – June 20 Big Brothers/Big Sisters organizers are still
evaluating the situation and will let Fleet 4 know. Meanwhile, I have been asked to
poll FLYC skippers to determine if you would consider participating, this year. So
far most of our regular participants are declining to participate. Please contact me
should you be willing to take passengers on your boat or participate in another way.
Summer Sailstice Boat Campout – June 20 - I plan to camp, but probably won't raft
up.
Centerboard Regatta - July 18 - Should be a go with slight changes to NOR, i.e. BYO
lunch, no raft up or congregating at Salmon Falls, etc. A suggestion has been made to
invite keelboats, because Trans Folsom was previously cancelled. I will discuss this
with the board, but it will probably depend on the water level and interest.

I’ll close with an old Banshee motto – “Be safe, have fun!”
-Kerry

Black Flag Rule – Rule 30.4 (The
Racing Rules of Sailing for 2017-2020)
"If a black flag has been displayed, no part of a boat's hull, crew or
equipment shall be in the triangle formed by the ends of the
starting line and the first mark during the last minute before her
starting signal. If a boat breaks this rule and is identified, she shall
be disqualified without a hearing, even if the race is restarted or
resailed, but not if it is postponed or abandoned before the starting
signal. If a general recall is signalled or the race is abandoned after
the starting signal, the race committee shall display her sail number
before the next warning signal for that race, and if the race is restarted or resailed she shall not sail in it. If she does so, her
disqualification shall not be excluded in calculating her series score."

Membership Minutes - Mark Erdrich
By now, club members should have received the club's 2020 roster in both pamphlet and printable forms. Actually,
you’ve probably received it twice, since the club added a new member since it was sent, originally.
Let's all welcome Bill & Kath Godfrey. They sail a Capri 18. Bill is looking to jump on a boat for Beer Can Wednesdays
and/or races.
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At left are examples of the new membership cards. They were mailed to
members in May. If you've not received yours, drop me a line and I'll
check into it.
Club membership has its benefits. In addition to discounts on FLYC
events, many yacht clubs welcome guest visits by members of other
clubs. So, when traveling carry your membership card for possible use of
guest services at (e.g., bar/restaurant, docking/moorage/storage and
store privileges) at yacht clubs, worldwide. Typically, you will need to
register as a guest and obtain the local club's guest card. It's best to call
the yacht club in advance to determine if they have a guest program and
reserve the services of which you wish to have access (always write down
the name of the club official with whom you spoke).

No One Ever Thinks About Trailer Insurance, But They Will Now
Most insurance is straightforward, until it’s not. When you have an accident or property damage, you
file an insurance claim. But filing an insurance claim on a boat trailer isn’t so straightforward. That’s
because it depends on how and what type of damage occurred that will determine which insurance
coverage – auto, homeowners, or your boat insurance policy’s trailer coverage – that will pay the
claim. By looking at some common ways claims happen, BoatUS dissects boat trailer insurance to
help trailer boaters understand what they need to know.
If you’re driving to the lake with boat and trailer in tow and the trailer is damaged in an accident on the
road, it’s the separate trailer coverage provided by your boat’s insurance policy that will pay for
repairs or replacement of the trailer.
Now let’s suppose you back your trailer into fence or stone wall, or the trailer strikes someone walking
across busy launch ramp parking lot. In these cases, it’s your auto insurance policy’s liability
coverage that would pay for damages to other property or vehicles, or any medical claims. And again,
your boat insurance policy’s trailer coverage would take care of repairs to the trailer itself.
What happens if while parked in your driveway, a tree falls on your trailer? Winter storms are
notorious for damaging boat trailers. There are two possible answers here. It may be the trailer
coverage in your boat’s insurance policy that will compensate you, or you may also be able to make a
claim on your homeowner’s policy. However, if a trailer is damaged or stolen when stored at a marina
or other storage facility, the separate trailer coverage in the boat’s insurance policy will compensate
you.
What this all really means is that trailer boaters need to ensure their tow vehicle’s (auto) insurance
policy includes liability coverage for any damage to others’ property while trailering. Next, trailer
boaters should ask their homeowners insurance company if the trailer is covered when stored at
home. If the trailer is stored at a marina or storage facility, read the fine print in your storage contract
as many hold these facilities harmless. Having separate trailer coverage may, again, take care of this.
Not all boat insurance policies automatically provide boat trailer coverage, so ask. Also find out if
there are geographic limits on where you may trailer the boat.
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If you do choose to add trailer coverage to your boat’s insurance policy, ensure that your insurer
knows the cost of the boat and trailer separately. If you don’t, they may have difficulty in fairly
compensating you for a claim. (cont. pg.
One final important consideration is roadside assistance. No one wants to leave a disabled boat
trailer with your pride and joy on its bunks alone on the side of the highway. While many auto
insurance policies offer roadside assistance, boat trailers aren’t likely to be included. All BoatUS boat
insurance policies include BoatUS Trailer Assist, which will cover towing both a boat trailer and its
disabled towing vehicle up to 100 miles. Alternatively, it may be added to a BoatUS membership for
an additional $14.

Fresh Delta breezes, sunset light and warm air make FLYC's Wednesday Night Beer Can and
Friday Night Summer Series races unique to Folsom Lake. To experience the lake's best sailing,
be on the water and ready to sail by 6 p.m. on these nights, maintain social distance ashore and
wear masks on crewed boats while sailing with persons not of the same household. For
opportunities to crew on keelboats, post requests on FLYC's Facebook page.
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DUFFY’S ADVENTURES

# 4 – THE UNFORTUNATE INCIDENT - 12/98
It was dark the night Duffy Langford pulled his Banshee into a slip in the marina
beside Pier 39 in San Francisco, so it is understandable that he didn’t see where he was
tying up, though the smell should have told him.
The next morning, Duffy awoke late to an odd barking sound, the pell-mell of excited
tourists and the flash of cameras. That’s when he realized, too late, where he’d
tiedup.
California sea lions, their bulbous, honey-brown bodies strewn about like great sea
slugs, lay on the docks surrounding him. Several cows and their calves had crawled
aboard Duffy’s boat and were barking and generally stinking it up with their morning
breaths flavored by mackerel and seaweed.
"Shoo, shoo!" Duffy stood yelling and gesturing. The seals sunned themselves, ignoring
him. A great sea lion bull took offense and stormed aboard the Banshee, puffing out
his chest and bellowing his claim to the boat.
Duffy was beside himself. The bull had scrambled onto one of the new promotional
sails that sponsor Sherron Hart had provided Duffy during his stop in Sacramento.
This one read, "Folsom Lake to Auckland Bay or Bust."
"No! Not my new sail!" Duffy shouted at the beast, who barked and defended his brood
while they slowly slipped off the boat one-by-one into the bay. The sea lion gave one
final triumphant "harrumph" before disappearing with his family into the dark green
waters.
After being held by local authorities and later fined by a game warden for disturbing
a protected species, Duffy relocated his boat to another slip and attempted to
rearrange the disorder and destruction caused by what the San Francisco Examiner
referred to as "the unfortunate sea lion incident."
The previously crisp new Hart sail was indelibly stained by the nervous bull, from
what a San Francisco State University biologist described to The Examiner as "stressinduced incontinence."
Duffy’s ignominious and odiferous departure, a week later, was little noted in the San
Francisco papers, though it rated minor mention in Latitude 38.
The Telltale notes, however, that Duffy’s voyage through the Golden Gate ranks
among one of the area’s great sailing accomplishments. For weeks, his tiny boat was
trapped in the potato patch (that’s "Potatoe" to Dan Quayle), just outside the gate. A
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combination of strong incoming and outgoing tides and variable winds, or lack
thereof, stalled our hero.
FLYC members were updated on Duffy’s condition at the November meeting at
Rogelio's. Several offered suggestions on how he might escape.
It was, however, the slow-moving Japanese container carrier Sushi Maru that got
Duffy out of his predicament, as it inadvertently pinned the Banshee against its bow
and pushed him out the gate.
Fleet One member Tom Goodwin (now on radio watch) reports Duffy is making good
headway down the San Mateo coast. Tom has recommended good anchorages near Half
Moon Bay.
Fortunately, Duffy has several hundred feet of anchor line and a decently weighted
Danforth aboard. Duffy’s next port of call will be Monterey, though both Tom and
Duffy are concerned about the oncoming Grey whale migration season along the
California coast and how it might affect Duffy Langford’s epic sail to New Zealand to
see the America’s Cup.

# 5 – SURFIN' SAFARI - 1/99
Clear of the Golden Gate, Duffy Langford sailed south along San Mateo County, staying
close to shore as he searched for good anchorages.
Off Pillar Point, circling helicopters attracted him toward a group of surfers who
waved. Duffy smiled and waved in return, figuring that they had probably heard of
his epic sail in a Banshee to New Zealand to see the America's CuP.
Unbeknownst to Duffy, deep below somewhere out in the blue-green depths of the
Pacific, a gigantic wave was being born. Big swells are common along this part of the
coast, but they are particularly large north of Half Moon Bay in the notorious waters
called "Mavericks."
There, the waves are said to be among the largest and most dangerous to surf, on
Earth. Duffy had sailed into Mavericks at a moment when the waves were swelling to
their maximum.
The circling helicopters held camera crews who were filming an IMAX documentary
about California. They swooped down to warn him, but the rotor and ocean sounds
drowned out their cries.
Duffy waved back at the frantically gesturing camera crews thinking, "Must be more
of those news guys from San Francisco."
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Soon Duffy's Banshee was accelerating as the monster swell built beneath him. As it
grew, the wave lifted Duffy's Banshee to nearly five times its mast's height.
"Kowabunga!" Duffy exclaimed as Banshee #1308 scooted up the towering wave's
growing flank, its centerboard biting into the Northern Pacific's icy waters.
Now taller than a five-story building, the wave began to crash forward, creating a
huge tunnel of jade-colored saltwater.
The Banshee disappeared into the churning tunnel for what seemed to be an eternity
then emerged from the other side, tacked, and shot through the curl once more.
"Whoa, gnarley cut, dude!" Duffy heard a surfer yell as he emerged and turned his
boat toward Skeleton Beach.
Ahead, rock outcroppings rose from the ocean like jagged tombstones.
Duffy jibed wildly avoiding the rocks and the bobbing surfers who floated on a foamlaced sea. Gear tumbled off the Banshee as it turned to a broad reach and headed
toward the Pillar Point lighthouse, past Half Moon Bay and toward Pigeon Point.
His heart pounding from his exhiliarating ride, Duffy looked for a good place to rest. A
beach near Santa Cruz named "Año Nuevo" looked like the perfect place.

# 6 – DUFFY GETS LUCKY - 2/99
Año Nuevo seemed a perfect refuge after Duffy Langford’s harrowing passage
through Maverick’s towering surf. It was dusk when his Banshee approached the
broad beach north of Santa Cruz on his epic sail to New Zealand to see the America’s
Cup.
Orange light lit the beach which appeared to be littered with massive rocks… not
exactly the sandy pullout the chart depicted. As Duffy pulled his Banshee ashore, to
his surprise he was confronted by an angry Elephant Seal. Duffy had landed at the
State Elephant Seal Reserve at the start of mating season.
The blubberous bodies of seals lay ponderously across the sand protected by this
bilious bellowing bull. The big brute rolled its fat body forward like some gigantic dogfaced caterpillar, trumpeting his disfavor over Duffy’s challenge to the bull's domain
as lord of the harem.
“Not again”, Duffy thought, as he scrambled backward, anxiously pushing his Banshee
back into the sea. The “unfortunate incident” at Pier 39 still fresh in his mind, Duffy
wanted desperately to avoid a confrontation with the bull.
Duffy and the seal crashed into the surf at the same time and it was hard to tell who
was yelling loudest, Duffy, the Seal, or the State Park Ranger running down the beach
toward Duffy.
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“You there! Stop!” the ranger shouted, but Duffy had no intention of stopping. Pushing
his Banshee, overloaded with supplies and gifts for the Maoris, (whom Duffy expects
may greet him on his arrival in New Zealand and whom he does not wish to anger
considering their reputation as fierce warriors), Duffy kicked up into his boat, just as
the Elephant seal swung its bulbous snout into the transom and shoved the boat out
to sea. The little boat heeled to the breeze and took off toward Santa Cruz.
The bright amusement lights of the Beach Boardwalk sparked their welcome across
Monterey Bay, as Duffy pulled alongside the fishing wharf.
Clambering up a rustic ladder nailed to the piling, Duffy tumbled over the railing onto
the wharf, emerging from the sea as if he were Neptune draped with sea weed.
The Santa Cruz maid who met him on the wharf was a local flower child named
“Sunshine” who operated the espresso cart and had eaten one too many
mushrooms. It was love at first sight and it evolved for Duffy and Sunshine into a
weekend of “too many cups of coffee and lingering sunsets.”
Duffy left Santa Cruz for Monterey the following Monday, a bit luckier and overly
caffeinated.

# 7 – FOUR! - 3/99
The gallery parted like the Red Sea as Tiger Wood and partner Clint Eastwood
approached Pebble Beach's famed 18th tee. The two-some were leading the AT&T Pebble
Beach Pro Am by one, only needing par to win the Clam Bake.
Since leaving Santa Cruz, a driving rain had obscured Duffy Langford's vision and he'd
relied upon the sounds of crashing surf, the artificial wail of electronic fog horns and
the chirps of sea otters to keep him off the rocks that lined the Monterey Peninsula,
but it was finally the curious murmurs of the gallery that drew the Folsom sailor
closer to shore.
Clint had driven safely to the center of the fairway, releasing a collective sigh of
relief from the masses. Tiger was up last and had the gallery, his strength and a
strong wind with him, so he elected to drive his Titleist straight across the ocean
with only the slightest of loft toward a lie closer to the pin... risky for most golfers,
but not for Tiger, with his power driver in hand, a favorable lead and a worldwide
television audience to see him tip his Nike cap if he made it. The crowd murmured
encouragements to their hero, then hushed to hear the sweet swish and crushing
crack of his swing.
As Tiger's ball left the head of his Callaway, a tiny sailboat emerged from the fog and
moved directly into its path. The boat's sail caught the ball like a jai alai player might.
"Thwhack! Thhhhup. Ding. Plop." The small white orb smacked into and rolled down
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the sail, bouncing off the boom and landed on a sailbag. "Whoa!" Duffy thought, " Cool.
An Albatross egg."
Thousands of jaws dropped collectively as Duffy sailed past across the foam-laced
luminescent sea. For a moment, the gallery stared silently, then erupted in a
collective cacophony of calls that joined together and became one inaudible roar to
Duffy.
He watched in amazement as the masses ashore pointed and shouted at him. One of
the group, dressed in a red shirt and black pants, waved a silver stick frantically
gesturing urgently that Duffy sail his boat closer to shore and shouting, "Bring it back,
bring it back!". "No way I'm letting 'em have my egg," he reasoned, "that would be bad
luck" and he tacked his boat away toward the shipping lanes off Big Sur and,
unknowingly, onto a collision course with the Sushi Maru.

# 8 – A GOOD NIGHT'S REST - 4/99
It was somewhere off Big Sur that Duffy Langford, who is sailing in his Banshee to
New Zealand to see the America's Cup, noticed that the albatross egg (that had plopped
onto his sail bag as he emerged from the fog near Pebble Beach) had dimples in it.
Closer inspection of the egg revealed words engraved on its glistening shell.
Frustrated that he hadn't had the good luck to actually have an albatross nest on his
Banshee, Duffy lofted the egg into an approaching fog bank.
At that moment, Captain Torigoe Sa Ling of Nutsu Corporation’s super containership
Sushi Maru stepped out onto the wing bridge of his lumbering leviathan.
Exhausted from his many hours on watch and the several encounters he'd had with
small boats (a collision involving a tiny sailboat in the Delta and a similar one just
outside the Golden Gate), Captain Sa-Ling was happy to be at sea away from congested
inland waters. He savored quiet moments such as this, alone on the bridge.
The throbbing engines and staccato squelch of the ship's foghorn were the only
interruptions to his solitude until, from out of the fog, the white ball that Duffy had
thrown arced downward smacking Sa Ling in the forehead. Dazed, Torigoe picked up
the ball and inspected it closely while rubbing the painful goose egg that was growing
on his forehead.
To his astonishment, imprinted in gold on the ball were "Titleist" and "Tiger Wood."
Shocked by his realization that at that moment the golf legend was playing at Pebble
Beach, Captain Sa Ling at first fumbled with the precious object then dropped it. The
ball bounced once, twice, then arced over the railing and into the dark sea.
That moment of discovery and loss would be the defining point in Torigoe Sa Ling's life.
Again and again, to disbelieving ears, he would recount how Tiger Wood had hit a ball a
mile to sea, landing precisely on the bridge of the Sushi Maru.
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He would point to his forehead where the ball had hit, but his disbelieving audience
would just shrug and walk away gesturing (as if downing a shot) that Sa Ling had had
one too many sakes.
Duffy Langford's sail southward along the California coast was otherwise uneventful.
He tied up at the pier in San Simeon near dusk.
Duffy had always wanted to tour William Randolph Hearst's famous mountain retreat
and he was able to get on the day's last tour. As it wound through the castle's
elaborately decorated rooms, Duffy's guide spoke sonorously of Hearst's obsession
with collecting objects d'art. Duffy was mesmerized as he read a 12th century
manuscript sealed inside a plexiglas case in the castle's library, then realized he was
alone. His tour group had moved on.
The tour guide thought she had all her group with her as she exited Hearst's private
quarters, then closed the door behind her and set the alarm. Duffy turned to catch up
with his group, but a blinking red light above the door handle stopped him. It was an
alarm system; a sign warning "Alarm Activated When Blinking - Do Not Open" made him
hesitate.
"I don't need another incident like Pier 39 or Año Nuevo," he reasoned. "It's better that I
just stay here for the night and mix into the first tour that passes through
tomorrow morning." So, Duffy settled in for a good night's rest, choosing a large bed
upon which to sleep.
And, there Duffy snored through the night, sprawled across William Randolph
Hearst's Lucullian bed, his mackerel-scented Musto offshore jacket and salt-flecked
ocean trousers soiling a rare Kilim blanket serving as a duvet draped across the bed.
Duffy slept soundly and, upon arising, enjoyed a hot soak in the publisher's tub until
interrupted by the first tour of the day.

FOLSOM LAKE YACHT CLUB - OFFICERS
Commodore - Kerry Johnson, commodoreflyc@gmail.com, 916-933-3453
Vice Commodore - Jon Kim, flycvice@gmail.com, 408-705-5552
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